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Résumé de l'article
Un passage peu remarqué du traité de Moritz Hauptmann, *Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik*, offre une description qui pourrait presque décrire la progression initiale de *Tristan* de Wagner. Cet article survole différentes analyses de l'accord de Tristan publiées dans la littérature spécialisée, et défend les mérites d'une nouvelle interprétation dérivée de celle d'Hauptmann.

Citer cet article
THE TRISTAN CHORD RESOLVED

Nathan Martin

I begin with the obvious: the first chord of Wagner’s Tristan Prelude—F-B-D♯-G♯—is notoriously resistant to analysis, or at least seemingly impervious to any consensus amongst analysts (ex. 1). This very resistance has naturally encouraged a proliferation of attempts. By the early 1920s, Alfred Lorenz (1924) could write of “that Sphinx-chord, which has already occupied so many minds” [jener Akkordsphynx, die schon so viele Geister beschäftigt hat] and expect the reference to be understood immediately. Some thirty-eight years later, Martin Vogel (1962) devoted a book-length study to the secondary literature on the chord. And Vogel’s catalogue could be augmented considerably today. Indeed, as Robert Wason (1982) notes, the Tristan chord has almost seemed to serve as a touchstone against which any theory of harmony must prove itself. The chord’s numerous cameos in the recent literature, moreover, suggest that more than a hundred years of debate have done little to diminish its capacity to fascinate—and to vex—music theorists.¹

In light of the sheer volume of commentary that the Tristan chord has occasioned, my title is no doubt presumptuous. I take some solace, though, in the fact that I do not make the claim on my own behalf, for, curiously enough, and despite all the critical attention the Tristan chord has received, one intriguing piece of evidence has been overlooked almost entirely. In a little-noticed passage from Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, a text that appeared four years before Wagner began composing Tristan, Moritz Hauptmann described precisely the harmonic progression that opens Wagner’s Prelude.² My purpose in writing is both to draw attention to Hauptmann’s discussion and to defend the analysis of the Tristan chord that it suggests as essentially sound.

Before turning to the details of Hauptmann’s text, it is appropriate to review a number of standard explanations of the chord. My survey will be representative rather than exhaustive and systematic rather than historical. It will also be artificially limited: I propose to consider only those analyses that enjoy wide currency in North America or have prominent adherents amongst North-American music theorists. Also, I will consider the analyses I discuss in relative abstraction from the theoretical positions that partly motivate them, and I will occasionally describe early analyses in terms foreign to their authors. If my procedure makes for questionable intellectual history, it is nonetheless germane to my present aim, which is to argue that Hauptmann’s text suggests an

¹ As the bibliography of Tristan-chord analyses appended to this article amply attests.
² Hauptman (1853; 1888). Subsequent references to Hauptmann will be made parenthetically with page numbers from the German edition followed by page numbers from the translation.
interpretation of the Tristan chord that is compelling from the perspective of current American music theory.

It is heuristically useful, though no doubt artificially neat, to group explanations of the Tristan chord into five broad families. These five classes variously take the Tristan chord as (1) a functional half-diminished seventh chord, (2) a minor triad with added sixth, (3) some sort of “pre-dominant” sonority, (4) a dominant-functioned harmony, and (5) a sonority that cannot be analyzed in tonal terms.

1. The basic analytical problem posed by the Tristan chord, as Jean-Jacques Nattiez (1985) has succinctly observed, is that the harmonic progression in measures 2–3 of the Tristan Prelude corresponds to none of the successions typically classified in harmony texts. The structure of the chord itself is not necessarily problematic: the chord may be readily described as either a half-diminished seventh chord built on F or as a G♯ minor triad with added sixth (enharmonically spelled in either case). The difficulty lies rather in explaining how and why this chord resolves to E7 on the downbeat of measure 3. Normally, the chord found in measure 2 would appear as iiø7 of Eb minor (spelled F–Ab–C–Eb) or as viiø7 of F♯ major (E♯–G♯–B–D♯). That the enharmonic equivalence of the Tristan chord to the former is relevant in the Prelude is clear from example 2. In this passage, measures 81–82 of the Prelude, the chord twice moves to V7 of B♭ before being deflected to E7 in measure 84 (ex. 2). In his Harmonielehre,
Schoenberg flirted with analyzing the Tristan chord in measure 2 analogously as $ii^9$ of $E_b$, an interpretation that has been revived more recently by Dieter Gostomsky (Schoenberg 1978; Gostomsky 1975).

The second possibility—that the chord is $vii^9$ of $F^#$—has recently been endorsed by Richard Bass (1996), though in a highly qualified sense. Bass notes that the Prelude's first and second phrases are near-exact transpositions of one another; the third phrase, however, is significantly altered so as to arrive on the dominant of $E$ (rather than that of $E_b$) in measure 11. Example 3 freely reproduces Bass's hypothetical recomposition of the first eleven measures of the Prelude, in which measures 8–11 become an exact transposition of measures 4–7. Example 4, incidentally, gives measures 83–90 of the Prelude, where the progression shown in measures 8–11 of Bass's recomposition is partially realized.3 To make Bass's point clearer, I have added a fourth iteration of the sequence at the end of example 3 (mm. 12–15). If these final measures are in turn transposed up a minor third, the result will be measures 1–3. The crucial point here is that the end of example 3 relates back to the beginning in the same way that each previous phrase relates to its successor. Since the cycle ends on $V^7$ of $F^#$, the Tristan chord in measure 2 hints at $vii^9$ of $F^#$.

2. The other “obvious” description of the Tristan chord takes it as a $G^#$ minor triad with added sixth. The most prominent recent advocate of this interpretation is Robert Bailey (1985), who favours this analysis in large part because it

---

3 Measures 83–90 of the Prelude (see ex. 4) correspond to the sequence shown in example 3 up to the half bar of measure 89, where Wagner breaks off by leading the lower three voices downward by a semitone to form a French augmented-sixth chord on $B^b$, which then resolves to $A^7$ in measure 90.
plays into his more general theoretical argument about the tonal language of Tristan. For Bailey, the first act of the opera presents a “double-tonic complex” in which A and C act as interchangeable forms of the tonic. The “harmonic embodiment” of this double-tonic complex is the chord C-E-G-A. The Tristan chord is understood by analogy as a kind of “minor version” of this same chord (Eb replaces E and the entire chord is transposed down a major third). Bailey cites two passages from elsewhere in Tristan in support of his interpretation.
Example 5, which comes from the end of act 1, gives the first. Here, the opening two statements of the Prelude are freely recapitulated but with first-inversion A♭ major and B major triads respectively standing in for the original Tristan chords. The second passage, given in example 6, is from the opening of the Prelude to act 3. In this passage, the Tristan chord appears as a B♭ minor triad with added sixth resolving to F minor.

Bailey’s analysis is highly intriguing in the link that it suggests between the Tristan chord and the broader tonal articulations of the opera (particularly given the prominence of A♭ and B major in acts 2 and 3). But as an analysis of the local progression in measures 2–3 of the Prelude, it is unsatisfactory. Indeed, the overarching problem with all of the interpretations discussed thus far is that none of them can explain what so foreign a chord is doing in a passage that, for most analysts, is more or less unequivocally in A minor. In order to do so, both Bailey and Bass fall back on what was once the preferred explanation of the chord in North America: namely as a French augmented-sixth chord (F–A–B–D♯) disguised by a long G♯ appoggiatura. Bailey’s discussion is revealing: “We could argue that an inherent beauty of music is that it can in fact do two things at the same time, and this may well be so in the present instance. Thus, we have a striking example of two different but equally appropriate interpretations: 8b [which analyzes the chord as a French sixth] deals with the situation as a purely local event, while 8a [which gives Bailey’s preferred analysis of the chord as a G♯ minor triad with added sixth] takes into account the chord’s large-scale structural implications” (1985, 124). Bass, for his part, places the label “Fr6” in parentheses under the sixth beat of measure 2 in his reconstruction (283). I have reproduced his labelling in my example 3.

The appeal of analyzing the Tristan chord as a French sixth lies in the attempt to subsume the opening of Tristan under the rubric of a recognizable harmonic progression, and to do so, moreover, in a way that preserves the intuition that these measures represent a progression from pre-dominant to dominant harmonies. A significant shortcoming, however, is that, in order to do so, the interpretation must explain—or indeed explain away—the G♯ in measure 2 as a non-chord tone. I find it frankly impossible to hear this note as an appoggiatura and am inclined to think that this is a reason good enough to question any analysis that commands me to do so. But there are also larger-scale analytic reasons to take G♯ as part of the Tristan chord. It is customary, first of

---

4 For a dissenting view, according to which the entire Prelude is in C major, see Burstein (1983).

5 Readers wanting a thorough overview should consult Vogel (1962).
all, to see a voice exchange (G♯ for B and vice versa) between the soprano and tenor parts in measures 2–3. Second, the soprano line in measures 1–11—G♯-B, B-D, D-F♯—outlines the Tristan chord as it appears vertically in measure 6. If the G♯ is really an appoggiatura to A, then both claims must be abandoned.

4. In his 1967 analysis of the Tristan Prelude, William Mitchell advanced both of these arguments against the French-sixth interpretation. His own favoured analysis reduces the Tristan chord instead to the fully diminished seventh chord F-G♯-B-D. On Mitchell’s reading, that is, G♯ is not an appoggiatura, but D♯ is. And it is worth emphasizing just how unorthodox this analysis is: in measures 2–3 of Tristan, D♯ does not resolve to D over the same bass note (Kirnberger’s criterion for distinguishing between essential and inessential dissonances); rather, D enters together with the new bass note E. The primary argument that Mitchell advances in favour of his analysis involves a comparison of the Prelude’s opening to the passage given in example 8a. In measures 66 and 68 of the latter passage, D natural substitutes for the Tristan chord’s original D♯. Mitchell infers that this second passage reveals the underlying harmonic structure of the Prelude’s opening. But one need not draw that conclusion.

7 See Kirnberger (1979, 171).
In measure 66, the (modified) Tristan chord enters as part of a long dominant prolongation. Here, as vii\(^{6}\)_\(2\) of A minor, the chord acts as a fleeting embellishment of V\(^7\). This use of the chord is exactly parallel to that seen in measures 8–9 of example 8b, a passage from the introduction to the Pathétique Sonata that Mitchell cites in support of his interpretation. Yet nothing in examples 8a or 8b implies that the Tristan chord in measure 2 is really vii\(^{6}\)_\(2\). One could just as easily argue that the Prelude’s opening gives the basic form of the progression and example 8a the variant. First of all, when the second and third phrases of the opening are recapitulated in the continuation of the passage, the original chords are retained. Moreover, Mitchell’s own analysis offers a good explanation for Wagner’s decision to alter the first phrase, namely the retention of d\(^3\) as an upper neighbour to the Prelude’s head-tone from measure 53 to measure 77.

Mitchell might also have cited the passage given in example 9a, in which the opening material of the Prelude cycles back for a final time. In fact, his analysis is most convincing when applied to these measures. The Tristan chord occurs at its original transposition in measure 102. In measure 103, however, F is retained in the bass rather than resolving to E as it did before. The alto’s D\# now written E\(b\), moves to D over a single bass note, and the resulting fully diminished-seventh chord, reinterpreted as vii\(^{6}\)_3 of C in turn points toward the opening key of act 1. The use of the Tristan chord here is identical to that found in example 9b, a passage from the first movement Beethoven’s Sonata, op. 31, no. 3 that is frequently (and in my view mistakenly) cited as an anticipation of the opening of Tristan. In both passages, the E\(b\) in the alto can reasonably be analyzed as an appoggiatura to D and the underlying chord thus identified as F-A\(\#\)-B-D. The difference between this progression and the one that opens the Prelude, however, is immediately apparent to the ear if the two passages are juxtaposed.

Our analyses of examples 8a and 9a, I have been trying to show, need not lead us to adopt the same analysis for the Prelude’s opening. And there is a further reason to avoid doing so. Analyzing the Tristan chord in measure 2 as vii\(^{6}\)_\(2\) of A minor, as Mitchell does, means asserting that there is effectively no harmonic progression between measures 2 and 3. I find this analysis compelling for examples 8a and 9a but deeply counterintuitive for the opening of

---

8 Measures 70–71 of the Prelude (ex. 8a) correspond to measures 6–7 (ex. 1), though with the chords revoiced so that the original outer-voice pair (A\(b\) falling to G against B rising through C and C\# to D) appears in the lower voices. Measures 72–73 likewise correspond to 10–11, though in this case the original chord C-F-G\#-D is not literally sounded as a single verticality: the G\# is delayed by an A appoggiatura, and by the time that appoggiatura resolves, D has pressed on to D\#.

9 He does not because he is analyzing the concert version of the Prelude, in which the relevant measures do not appear.

10 An even more extreme reading has been proposed by Jacques Chailley (1963, 24, 32), who literally replaces the Tristan chord in measure 2 with V\(^7\) of A minor in his harmonic reduction of the Prelude. The (unstated) theoretical justification for Chailley’s analysis may come from Louis and Thuille’s Harmonielehre (1928, 230–232), where the chord F-G\#-B-D\# is analyzed as a leading-tone seventh chord on G\# with a raised fifth. Louis and Thuille reject this analysis for the opening measures of Tristan, however, because they wish to assign subdominant rather than dominant function to the Tristan chord in this context. (To do so, they interpret the G\# as an appoggiatura to A, and so read a French-sixth chord, as in Bailey’s analysis discussed above.)
Example 8a: Tristan Prelude, mm. 63–74
Example 8b: Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 13, I, mm. 7–9

Example 9a: Tristan Prelude, mm. 100–103

Example 9b: Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, I, mm. 33–45
the Prelude. The strength of the French-sixth interpretation, after all, was to preserve the sense that measures 2–3 present a real harmonic progression—one that moves from pre-dominant to dominant harmony; its weakness was to treat the G♯ as a non-chord tone. Mitchell’s explanation does just the opposite: it accepts G♯ as chordal but implies that there is effectively no harmonic progression between the second and third measures.

5. A final prevalent attitude towards the Tristan chord holds that tonal theory does not provide an adequate framework for its explanation. As Milton Babbitt (1976), Benjamin Boretz (1972), and Allen Forte (1988) have emphasized, the Tristan chord in measure 2 is the mirror inversion of the E7 chord that follows it. David Lewin (1996) and Robert Gauldin (2001) describe the progression in terms indebted to neo-Riemannian theory. Both cite unpublished work by Jack Douthett that generalizes Richard Cohn’s (1996) work on hexatonic cycles. In his 1996 article, Cohn discussed progressions between triads in which two pitches are retained while the third moves by semitone (e.g., C major to E minor). Lewin terms this relationship a “Douthett relation of degree 1” (DOUTH1). One generalization proposed by Douthett treats progressions between tetrachords of the same set class in which two pitches are retained while two move by semitone (the DOUTH2 relation). Lewin illustrates his discussion by applying the DOUTH2 relation to the Tristan chord. Example 10 shows all possible successions in which the Tristan chord moves to another half-diminished or major-minor seventh chord by semitone voice leading involving exactly two pitches.

Example 10: DOUTH2 Relation Applied to the Tristan Chord

The DOUTH2 relation essentially brackets out questions of tonality and harmonic function. This is not a criticism per se. Indeed, Douthett’s work, particularly as Robert Gauldin has employed it, seems to offer one of the most promising frameworks available for understanding the general behaviour of the Tristan chord throughout Wagner’s opera. That said, as example 10 illustrates, some of the progressions described by DOUTH2 are familiar tonal progressions. Others are more exotic, and some perhaps defy tonal classification altogether. The relevant question here, a question the DOUTH2 relation leaves entirely open, is this: into which of these three classes does the opening progression of Tristan fall?

The time has come to turn at last to Hauptmann. The relevant passage, §141 of Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, comes in the course of a general discussion of the possible resolutions of seventh chords. Hauptmann develops

---

11 See also Gollin (1998) and Tymoczko (2008).
his account by analogy with his earlier treatment of suspensions. The suspension, Hauptmann has maintained, is a particular dissonance that occurs when two notes that are normally presented in succession are sounded simultaneously (Hauptmann 1853, 74–75, 86–89; trans., 54, 65–67).\textsuperscript{12} In general, Hauptmann regards the phenomenon of dissonance as the audible expression of a conflict of meaning. In this case, the conflict inheres not in the two pitches comprising the dissonant interval but rather in a third pitch to which both are related. If, to take the example given in figure 1, F sounds against G, the dissonant effect arises from the differing ways in which F and G are related to C. On the one hand, C is the fifth of F; on the other, it is the root of G. C is thus simultaneously imbued with two conflicting harmonic meanings: it is at once root and fifth. The resolution of the dissonance occurs when this conflict is resolved. When F moves to e, the status of C as fifth is cancelled: C now carries root meaning with respect to both e and G.\textsuperscript{13}

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
\node at (0,0) {$F \rightarrow C \rightarrow G$};
\node at (1,-1) {$\hat{1} \rightarrow \hat{5}$};
\node at (1,-2) {$\hat{3} \rightarrow \hat{1} \rightarrow \hat{5}$};
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

\textit{Figure 1: Hauptmann's analysis of the suspension}

Hauptmann's treatment of seventh chords is strictly parallel to his handling of suspensions. Unlike Rameau, Hauptmann does not regard seventh chords as triads with added notes. Instead, he sees them as superpositions of triads. Hauptmann has previously insisted that in any allowable progression between two triads exactly one pitch of the first moves by step in order to produce the second (Hauptmann 1853, 64–74; trans., 45–53). Progressions in which two or even three notes appear to move are in fact elided expressions of motions that satisfy this condition. For instance, the progression of C-e-G to b-D-G is an abbreviated form of that from C-e-G through b-e-G to b-D-G (fig. 2). If the first and second or second and third triads in this progression are played simultaneously, the seventh chords C-e-G-b and e-G-b-D will result. Like suspensions, then, seventh chords result from the superposition of elements that are normally presented successively, and, like suspensions, their dissonant effect results from a conflict of meaning. Here, though, the locus of that conflict is the internal interval of the chord. The extreme notes, e and D, of the E\textsuperscript{7} chord given in figure 3 stand in no harmonic relation to one another.\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{12} For a general introduction to Hauptmann, see Harrison (1994). On Hauptmann’s handling of the suspension in particular, see Caplin (1984).

\textsuperscript{13} I adopt Hauptmann’s notational conventions regarding upper- and lower-case letters for pitch names: thirds that join an upper-case letter to a lower-case one are acoustically pure (i.e., 4\textsuperscript{5} or 5\textsuperscript{6}), those that link two upper-case or two-lower case letters are not.

\textsuperscript{14} For Hauptmann, only the major third and perfect fifth are “directly intelligible” intervals (21–22; trans., 5–6).
however, are related to the internal interval of the seventh chord, G-b: e is the root of G-b, while D is its fifth: G-b is thus simultaneously third and fifth (of e) and root and third (of D).

Hauptmann considers three ways in which this conflict can be resolved. The first possibility, shown in figure 3a, involves two steps. The internal interval G-b moves to a, and the problem of the chord’s resolution is thus reduced to the resolution of the suspension e-D. A second possibility, figure 3b, involves ignoring one note of the chord’s internal interval and resolving the chord with respect to the other. The result is a succession of seventh chords.

The resolution of interest here, though, is the third and final possibility. In this case, the internal interval stays fixed and both of the extremes move outward by semitone. Figure 3c shows Hauptmann’s examples. The first presents a G7 chord resolving, as though it were a German sixth, to a cadential 6–4 in
B minor. The second shows a half-diminished seventh chord on G resolving analogously to a G♭ major triad. Hauptmann’s description runs as follows:

141. This is the resolution in which the minor Seventh is expanded to the octave by a diverging progression in the outer parts. The middle interval, which remains stationary, must stand in a consonant relation to the octave; e.g.,

G-b-D-F . . . f♯-b-D-d♯

or

G-b♭-D♭-F . . . G♭-b♭-D♭-G♭

This resolution can therefore occur only when the chord’s seventh is minor and the diminished triad is part of the chord. Only in this way can the conditions required for this resolution be met. It should also be noted that the resolution here leads to another key, since this resolution is possible only through a chromatic progression in one of the two parts, and chromatically differentiated notes never lie in the same key.¹⁵

Transposed down a tone, this second progression is essentially identical to that in measures 2–3 of Tristan.¹⁶ What I find particularly suggestive in Hauptmann’s juxtaposition of the two progressions is the implicit suggestion that the half-diminished seventh chord is, in this use, a type of augmented-sixth chord.

Of course, Hauptmann did not mean to describe the opening of Wagner’s Prelude in §141 of his text—the chronology alone makes that impossible. But there is also a salient difference between the progression he describes and the one that opens Tristan. For Hauptmann, each of the resolutions described in §141 necessarily involves a modulation. In Hauptmann’s view, the motion from the cadential seventh of C major to the dominant 6–4 of B minor (G-b-D-F→f♯-b-D-f♯, in his notation) is fundamentally different from the resolution, within B minor, of the German augmented-sixth on G to the cadential 6–4 of F♯ (g-B-d-E♭→f♯-b-d-F♯). An analogous requirement holds for the parallel case in which the half-diminished seventh chord on G resolves like an augmented sixth to G♭ major. Indeed, for Hauptmann, this resolution occurs only in modulating passages: when augmented-sixth chords are discussed in more detail at §§220–223, Hauptmann explicitly forbids this resolution as a harmonic progression within a single key.
For Hauptmann, augmented-sixths result when the extremes of a shifted minor key are sounded as a single sonority (Hauptmann 1853, 147–154; trans., 120–126). Minor keys, like major keys, are systems consisting of a tonic flanked by its subdominant and dominant (Hauptmann 1853, 35–39; trans., 17–21). C minor, for instance, is the system F–A–C–E–G–B–D. Without disrupting the key, this system may be shifted one place to the right as follows: A–C–E–G–B–D–F# (Hauptmann 1853, 46–52; trans., 28–30). Augmented-sixth chords result when the extremes of the shifted minor system are brought together. The three chords that result from this process are the French sixth (D–F#–A–C), the German sixth (F#–A–C–E) and the Tristan chord (B–D–F#). In §230, however, Hauptmann dismisses the last: both b and F# are leading tones, he maintains, but b is only a leading tone in relation to F and F# only in relation to C. In the chord in question, though, b replaces C and F# replaces F. The chord thus contains an “inner contradiction” and so must be set aside.

On Hauptmann’s account, the half-diminished seventh chord can therefore resolve like an augmented sixth only in the course of a modulation between keys. The situation that he likely has in mind is the one shown in example 11. Here, in measures 154–159 of the Benedictus from Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis, the enharmonic reinterpretation of a local viiø7/V bridges between D major and G. In measure 156, V7 moves to vi, delaying the expected cadence on the tonic. The bass then drops to G# to form viiø7/V (which projects a return to the cadential dominant). Instead of moving through V7 to I, however, so as to grant
Example 11: (continued)

The cadence expected from at least measure 154, the outer pitches of the viiø7/V chord in measure 157 (G♯ in the bass and F♯ in the soprano) move outward by step to reach a G major triad in measure 158. In this instance, the resolution of a half-diminished seventh chord as a kind of augmented sixth (here with dominant rather than subdominant function) effects a modulation from the tonic key to its subdominant.

There is, however, no compelling reason to adopt Hauptmann’s restriction on the resolution of the half-diminished seventh chord as an augmented sixth. No systematic considerations compel him to reject the progression as an allowable succession within a single key, and the reasons that he ends up advancing are ad hoc and unconvincing. Finally, we—unlike Hauptmann—can invoke a paradigmatic instance: namely, the opening progression of Wagner’s *Tristan und Isolde*. 17

Hauptmann’s text therefore suggests the following analysis of the Tristan chord’s behaviour in measure 2 of Wagner’s Prelude: the chord is a half-diminished seventh chord enharmonically reinterpreted to function as an augmented sixth. To return to my earlier paraphrase of Nattiez, the opening progression of the *Tristan* Prelude corresponds to none of the progressions classified by textbook harmony: the augmented-sixth chord in measure 2 is not French, or German, or Italian. Nattiez concluded that any analysis of these measures must consequently alter the Tristan chord in some way so as to make its resolution conform to some standard progression. But in fact there is another option available: we can simply admit an additional category of augmented-sixth chord.

This theoretical conclusion, together with the analysis of the Tristan chord that it permits, will already be familiar to readers of Daniel Harrison’s (1995) article on augmented-sixth chords. What I have hoped to contribute is a previously unnoticed precedent for Harrison’s analysis, together with some additional arguments in favour of its adoption.

Let me briefly recapitulate these arguments. The analysis of the Tristan chord presented here incorporates the three desiderata that emerged from my initial survey: (1) the Tristan chord consists of the notes F-G♯-B-D♯; (2) the progression in measures 2–3 of the Prelude is a functional harmonic

17 Interestingly enough, Wagner may have owned a copy of Hauptmann’s text. While visiting Wahnfried during the summer of 2003, I noticed a copy of *Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik* among the books preserved in the main-floor Wohnzimmer. Staff at the Richard Wagner Museum Bayreuth have not, however, been able to confirm that the volume belonged to Wagner.
progression—a one that moves (3) from pre-dominant to dominant harmony. The theoretical conclusion that this analysis entails may well be thought contentious. After all, *pluralitas non est ponenda sine necessitate*, and to invent a new category of augmented-sixth chord to cover just one instance would indeed be extreme. But luckily, the progression is not unique to *Tristan und Isolde*. Wagner himself employs it not infrequently in his post-*Tristan* works—the most famous example being “Kundry’s kiss” in the second act of *Parsifal* (ex. 12). In Ernest Chausson’s *Le Roi Arthus*, the progression figures prominently in act 3, when Geneviève strangles herself with her hair (ex. 13). Richard Strauss inserts it into act 1 of *Der Rosenkavalier* as a kind of musical wink to accompany Octavian’s (inadvertent) parody of *Tristan’s* language (“Was heißt das ’Du’? Was ’Du und ich’? Hat denn das einen Sinn? . . . das Ich vergeht in dem Du”; ex. 14). More enigmatically, Strauss also quotes it near the end of *Til Eulenspiegel* (ex. 15).

A more exhaustive survey of the late-nineteenth-century repertory would no doubt turn up more examples, perhaps some of them in contexts less obviously evocative of Wagner. As for whether the progression ever appears in

---

18 A “harmonic” progression, in the sense I intend here, is one that involves a change of harmonic function. Throughout the foregoing discussion, I insist that the opening progression of *Tristan* be taken as a harmonic progression. I do so because I hear the resolution of the Tristan chord to V7 of A as strongly analogous to the progressions Ger→V7, Fr6→V7, and It6→V7 (thanks to the resolution of the augmented sixth F-D# to E-D). If these latter are harmonic progressions, as I take it most readers will agree they are, then the resolution of the Tristan chord in measures 2–3 should be a harmonic progression as well. But this is not to say that its resolution cannot also be analyzed in linear terms: I certainly do not mean to argue that the opening progression of *Tristan* is harmonic and not linear. Rather, like many tonal progressions (the resolutions of the other augmented-sixth chords among them), the opening of *Tristan* can be profitably analyzed from both perspectives. What I do reject is the claim that the opening progression of Tristan is solely a linear progression. I suspect that part of the temptation to this conclusion arises from the fact that there is no conventional label for the half-diminished seventh chord functioning as an augmented sixth. If so, introducing such a label (e.g. Harrison’s term, the “dual augmented-sixth chord”) should remove some part of the temptation. Some readers, however, might point out that the Tristan chord differs from other augmented sixth chords in that it shares two common tones with its chord of resolution. In measures 2–3, these two pitches are the G# and B that participate a voice exchange between the soprano and tenor lines. No doubt, these two common tones tend to associate the Tristan chord quite strongly with its chord of resolution—voice exchanges, moreover, occur most frequently between chords that share a common harmonic function (or indeed, between different voicings of the same chord). First, however, there is no strict requirement that the harmonies joined by a voice exchange express the same function. And second, it seems to me that the aural effect of the G♯-B voice exchange in Wagner’s Prelude is actually to disguise the retention of these two common tones and to focus the listener’s attention instead on the resolution of the augmented sixth F-D♯. If anything, the voice exchange here makes the progression sound more like the resolution of an augmented-sixth chord that it otherwise might have. Finally, while I by no means object to the claim that, on a slightly more background level, measures 2–3 prolong V7 of A, I would emphasize that they do so by means of a double incomplete neighbouring motion (F and D♯) that receives harmonic support as a novel but aurally recognizable augmented-sixth chord.

19 My use of the term pre-dominant throughout this article is meant to avoid taking sides on whether augmented-sixth chords are subdominant or applied-dominant harmonies (when they resolve to dominants). As is well known, however, French, German, and Italian sixths can also resolve to tonics (in which case they presumably take on dominant function). Example 11 above and perhaps also example 14 below suggest that the Tristan chord can be used in this way as well.

20 On the relationship between Strauss’s tone poem and Wagner’s Prelude, see Bribitzer-Stull and Gauldin (2007).

Example 14: Strauss, *Der Rosenkavalier*, Act 1

Example 15: Strauss, *Til Eulenspiegel*, mm. 590–93
works predating Tristan—or whether Wagner was in this limited sense sui generis—that remains for others to determine. I would stress in concluding only that a genuine antecedent, as opposed to the kinds of passages that have sometimes been cited, would be one in which a half-diminished seventh chord resolves exactly like an augmented sixth—precisely what happens in the opening bars of Tristan.
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**ABSTRACT**

A little-noticed passage from Moritz Hauptmann’s 1853 treatise *Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik* very nearly describes the opening progression of Wagner’s *Tristan*. The present paper surveys the various analyses of the Tristan chord presented in the theoretical literature and defends an analysis derived from Hauptmann as a viable alternative.
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